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Fields marked with an asterisk (k) are needed to fill! 1. Oracle Hyperion Financial Management 11.1.1.3 Beginners' Guide Part I Provided: BISP Created: Rupam Majumdar Amit Sharma bisp.consulting@gmail.com BISP Team ©Business Intelligence Solutions Vendors learnhyperion.wordpress.com
aloo_a2@yahoo.com 1 2. problems and challenges Many financial managers face the difficult task of consolidating their company's financial and operating results using spreadsheets that are difficult to maintain and audit. Some are burdened with custom reporting solutions that don't scale or meet global
requirements, while others depend on shared registrate-based approaches that can't pull data out of multiple transaction systems without significant IT support. A single version of the financial and operational results integrated from multiple systems is needed without delay. Why HFM PLAN - Powerful
FEATURE - Design Considerations - Reporting Tools - Less Confusion Less Time - Less Time Closes and Converts Data Into Can Use Information - Viable Delivery Mechanisms WEB - Managing the Process for Tight Control of the Review and Approval Process - Checking Data and Transferring
Currency to Support Multiple Local Currencies. Automatic liquidation for inter-company data and transactions. © business analytics solutions learnhyperion.wordpress.com aloo_a2@yahoo.com 2 3. Hyperion Financial Management Financial Management is a comprehensive, web application that allows
you to manage the financial information of the enterprise quickly and cost-effectively. Financial management provides global data collection, financial consolidation, reporting and analysis in unified, highly scalable solutions. The HFM stands out at: © Business Intelligence Solutions Suppliers
learnhyperion.wordpress.com aloo_a2@yahoo.com 3 4. Comprehensive Organizational Consolidation - Multiple Transactional Currencies - Intercompany Transactions - Minority Interests - Maintaining Historical Data Presentation - Ability to Process Logs - Full Audit - - Data - End User Actions - External
Reporting to Stakeholders © Business Intelligence Solutions Providers learnhyperion.wordpress.com aloo_a2@yahoo.com 4 5. , Financial Management's product architecture uses a multi-level architecture that includes the customer level, application level, and database level. The customer level contains



a user interface. It communicates with the level of the application. The main function of the client-level is to display, log in and maintain the data and maintain The app level contains apps, reports, and web servers. The web server allows you to access the financial management web. App server financial
intelligence and links to the relational database and the OLAP engine. It also contains an architect for metadata management. The data level contains relational databases for financial management metadata and raw data. © business analytics solutions learnhyperion.wordpress.com aloo_a2@yahoo.com
5 6. Financial Management is a powerful application that allows you to manage corporate financial information quickly and cost-effectively. You follow a typical taskflow for the monthly financial cycle. TASK DESCRIPTION downloads and adds data to add data to the app, downloading it from the file and
using data forms. Once you enter the data, you can run the calculation rules to fill out the checking accounts. Adjust the data After calculating the data you can customize the data using logs that provide an audit track of your adjustments. Translation and after the introduction of data for individual business
units and data adjustment, you can translate and consolidate the data. © business analytics solutions learnhyperion.wordpress.com aloo_a2@yahoo.com 6 7. approve data After data consolidation, you can submit data for verification and approval. You can block the data after you get permission to
provide the data to prevent further changes. You'll run and publish Reports based on approved data. financial statements with the help of financial management can conduct an in-depth analysis of key performance indicators and operating activities. Reduce the consolidation and reporting cycle by days or
weeks. Provide accurate and timely reports to both internal management and external regulators. Discover sources of profitability and cash flow at the company, product, brand and customer level. © Business Intelligence Solutions Providers learnhyperion.wordpress.com aloo_a2@yahoo.com 7 8.
financial management components integrates application creation and management in a centralized administration environment. Single login - users will sign up once for Workspace to gain access to the architect, financial management and reporting tools. A single console to manage and create
applications - users create, manage, and deploy applications from the Architect. These applications are open in financial management to search for data and output. Centralized storage of key dimensional elements for different products. A centralized console to manage the flow of data between
applications. © business analytics of solution providers learnhyperion.wordpress.com aloo_a2@yahoo.com 8 9. financial consolidation, reporting and financial management analysis allow for highly efficient data collection and consolidation from a variety of sources. She is these functions: Manage the
process to closely monitor the review and approval process. • • Check. Currency transfer to support several local currencies. Automatic exceptions for intercompany transactions. Financial management is designed for large-scale centralized web deployment. You can use Financial Management to
consolidate data from a variety of common registry systems and locations around the world. © business analytics solutions learnhyperion.wordpress.com aloo_a2@yahoo.com 9 10. SEC - U.S. Reporting Standard Principles-based - does not replace framework requirements - Focus on the areas with the
greatest risk of material misrepresentation of financial reporting and management flexibility to adapt the evaluation process to specific facts and circumstances - provides guidance to support the assessment - provides a framework for evaluating the shortcomings of © Business Analytics Solutions
Providers learnhyperion.wordpress.com aloo_a2@yahoo.com 10 11. SEC workflow © Business Analytics solutions learnhyperion.wordpress.com aloo_a2@yahoo.com 11 12. 10K- 10'The 10'K explains the company's business activities over the last twelve months of operation. The 10-K, which must be
filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) within 90 days of the end of the company's fiscal year, typically contains more detailed information than the annual report, such as more thorough operating and financial statistics, litigation information and management compensation. Form 100's
quarterly version of 10-K; however, it is less detailed and generally uneuded. The SEC requires publicly traded companies to file a 10-q form within 45 days of the end of each quarter, except for the final quarter, which is served by 10-K. © business analytics solutions learnhyperion.wordpress.com
aloo_a2@yahoo.com 12-13. REPORT GENERATED Financial Management data describes the organization's data and usually contains groups of associated members. Examples of measurements are the account, the essence, and the period. Financial Management delivers eight system measurements
and allows you to fill in up to four custom measurements that can be applied to accounts. The members of the measurement are located in hierarchies. Top-level members are called parent members, and a member directly below the parent is called a parent's child. All members below the parents are
called descendants. Members of the lower-level hierarchy are called members of the base level. © business analytics solutions learnhyperion.wordpress.com aloo_a2@yahoo.com 13 14. sYST IN © business analytics solutions learnhyperion.wordpress.com aloo_a2@yahoo.com 14 15. © business
intelligence solution providers learnhyperion.wordpress.com aloo_a2@yahoo.com 15 16. Measuring Measurement is a set of data, such as budget, actual or forecast. For example, an actual scenario might contain data from a general registry that reflects past and current business operations. The budget
scenario may contain data that reflects targeted business operations. The forecast scenario usually contains data consistent with forecasts for the coming periods. The legal scenario may contain data calculated in accordance with GAAP legal format and rules. You can identify any number of scenarios for
an application and identify attributes for script measurement participants, such as default frequency, default view, and zero data settings. The year year measure represents a financial or calendar year for the data. The app can contain data for more than one year. When you create an application, you
specify the range for the year and select the year from the year measure to process the data. © business analytics solutions learnhyperion.wordpress.com aloo_a2@yahoo.com 16 17. period Measurement Period measurement represents periods of time such as quarters and months. It contains periods of
time and frequency, displaying periods of time in the hierarchy. For example, if the actual scenario saves data on a monthly basis, 12 data periods are usually available for that scenario per year. Financial management supports years, months and weeks to measure the period. It does not support days to
measure. © business analytics of solution providers learnhyperion.wordpress.com aloo_a2@yahoo.com 17 18. Entity Dimension The Entity represents the company's organizational structure, such as governance and legal reporting structures. Organizations may represent subsidiaries, subsidiaries,
factories, regions, countries, entities, businesses, departments, or any organizational unit. You can identify any number of entities. Measuring Entity is a measure of system consolidation. The hierarchies in the Essence dimension reflect different consolidated data views. Different hierarchies can match
geographic consolidation, legal consolidation, or activity consolidation. All relationships between individual members that exist within the organization are stored and maintained in this dimension. Essences in an organization are dependent, basic, or parent entities. Dependent organizations are owned by
other organizations in the organization. The basic entities are at the bottom of the organization structure and do not own other objects. Parent entities contain one or more dependents who report directly to them. Financial management sizes. © Business Analytics Solutions aloo_a2@yahoo.com 18 19. 19.
Measuring value represents the different types of values stored in the application and may include input currency, parent currency, adjustments and consolidation details such as proportions, elimination and deposit detail. For example, an Entity Currency member keeps a value for an entity in a local
currency. A member of the parent currency keeps the value for the essence translated by the currency of its parent. Measuring an account Is a hierarchy of natural accounts. Accounts store financial data for organizations and scenarios in the app. Each account has a type, such as income or expenses,
that determines its accounting behavior. You identify attributes for account measurement members, such as account type, number of decimal places to display, and whether the account is a settlement, consolidated, or inter-company affiliate account. © business analytics solutions
learnhyperion.wordpress.com aloo_a2@yahoo.com 19 20. Intercompany Measurement Intercompany Dimension represents all intercompany balances that exist for the account. This is a reserved measurement that is used in conjunction with the account measurement and any user dimension. The
Financial Conduct Authority can track and eliminate inter-company transactions on accounts and organizations. You can also run inter-company reports to view intercompany transactions. © Business Intelligence Solution Providers learnhyperion.wordpress.com aloo_a2@yahoo.com 20 21. View
Measurement View presents different modes of calendar intelligence; for example, periodic frequencies from year to date and quarter to date. If you set the view periodically, you'll see values for each month. If you set a view for a year-to-date or quarter-to-date, you'll see aggregate values for a year or
quarter. Custom Sizes Four Custom Dimensions are available to analyze detailed data. Custom sizes can be used to store additional account-related data, such as products, markets, channels, balance movement, or elimination types. For example, custom sizes may include a product line, region,
channel, or customer. © business analytics solutions learnhyperion.wordpress.com aloo_a2@yahoo.com 21 22. Sizes You create metadata for applications by determining sizes. Dimensions describe the organization's data. Examples of measurements are the account, the essence, and the period. The
elements that make up the measurement are called members. For example, GrossMargin and TotalRevenues are participants in the Account Measurement. © business analytics of solution providers learnhyperion.wordpress.com aloo_a2@yahoo.com 22 23. the measurement hierarchy, the measurement
members are located in hierarchies. Members of the Upper are called parent members, and the member is immediately immediately the parent member is called his child. All members below the parents are called descendants. Members of the lower-level hierarchy are called members of the base level.
The image on the slide shows part of the hierarchy of the Measurement Of account measurements. In this hierarchy, a member of Total Revenues is a child of gross profit. Sales, other income, wages, total revenue and total expenses are descendants of gross profit. Sales, other income and wages are
members of the basic level. © business analysts will learnhyperion.wordpress.com aloo_a2@yahoo.com 23 24. size and data are typically in the basic level of size members, not parent members. Values for parent members are aggregated from children of parent members. In some cases, data for
members of the base level is calculated. For example, a wage bill member may be a member of the basic level whose value is calculated on the basis of head counting and salary rate. In the slide, data values from basic members are folded to parent members - total income and total costs. Data values
from total revenue and total costs are then reduced to their maternal, gross margins. © Business learnhyperion.wordpress.com aloo_a2@yahoo.com 24 25 Business Solutions Providers. Financial Consolidation is the process of combining the financial results of individual subsidiaries with the parent
company to form a single combined financial performance statement. Consolidation is the process of collecting data from offspring and aggregating data into parent entities. Consolidation applied only to the Entity measurement. After downloading or entering data at the base level, we start consolidation
for the selected scenario or period to aggregate the data across the organization. Steps to consolidate © learnhyperion.wordpress.com aloo_a2@yahoo.com solution providers 25 26. before consolidation after consolidation, processes are required to automatically run offspring of the entity. The calculation
rules are run for all descendants of the entity during the consolidation period and for all previous periods - If the data for children and parent entities are in different currencies, the data is translated on the basis of the exchange rate. Inter-companies between organizations are eliminated from their first
common parent. Data is consolidated from basic-level entities to parent entities. © Business Intelligence Solutions Providers learnhyperion.wordpress.com aloo_a2@yahoo.com 26 27. FINANCIAL CLOSING The financial closing process is important for the company as it is a function directly related to
the production of the company's financial results for each end of the period. Restricting access to accounting and applications and a clear write-off and redundancy policy are examples of financial control over the process. These controls can be preventive or detective-by-task by nature. Close Financial
Management simplifies the rapid closure process - Process Closing Analysis (Closing Fast) - Monitoring Process - Action Calendar - Single Task List - Automatic WorkFlow - Compliance - Email and Calendar © Business Intelligence Solutions Providers learnhyperion.wordpress.com aloo_a2@yahoo.com
27 28. (e.g. Outlook) FCM: Different visions of the process monitoring process Illustrate the current state of the entire process in simple and intuitive dashboards and special reporting offer a complete and direct understanding of the real-time closing process Automatically update the tasks states assigned
to the process Highlights, that tasks are risk or delay Encourage users to improve the process of closing Active Financial close necessary accounting process closure - Provides multiple views of the list of tasks of the calendar of the workflow calendar Gantt - Customized for each user Task Management -
Assign tasks in most types of functions of different processes of the Important tasks - Access and use for each user - Integration with EPM and EBS task systems (e.g. AR sub ledger close to GL) - Allows automating processes, complex - Supports processes of management hierarchy, dependency and
association - Activities can be enabled System Email/Calendar (MS Outlook Other) © Business Intelligence Solutions Providers learnhyperion.wordpress.com aloo_a2@yahoo.com 28 28
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